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Corporate Structure

(*)

Corus Media
Holdings Inc.

100%

Corus
Sales Inc.

100%

Corus
Television
O.P. Inc.

General Partner

Corus Television
Limited Partnership

Limited
Partner

British Columbia
- CHAN-DT Vancouver (6)
- CHBC-DT Kamloops (M)
- Alberta
- CICT-DT Calgary (O)
- CBUA-DT Lethbridge (O)
- CTV-DT Edmonton (M)
- Saskatchewan
- CFRE-DT Regina (O)
- CFRK-DT Saskatoon (O)

Manitoba
- CKND-DT Winnipeg (M)
Ontario
- CIH-DT-41 Toronto (M)
Quebec
- CKM-DT-1 Montreal (M)

New Brunswick & PEI
- CHNB-DT Saint John (M)
Nova Scotia
- CHIF-DT Halifax (M)

National
- Deja View
- MovieTime

Regional
- BC News 1

50%
Partner

Mystery Partnership

50%
Partner

National
- Crime = Investigation

68.67%
Partner

TVopolo
General Partnership

National
- DTOUR

33.33%
Partner

Man TV General Partnership

National
- H2

(*) The licences of undertakings under a partnership are issued to all partners carrying on business pursuant to the partnership agreement entered into.

(*) SFLTDO Ltd. is the sole trustee of the Shaw Family Living Trust. SFLTDO Ltd. is controlled by its board of directors pursuant to the 2020 Unanimous Shareholders’ Agreement.
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UPDATE


CRTC 2016-110 – approved a multi-step corporate reorganization resulting in the transfer of all of the shares held by Shaw Communications Inc. (Shaw) in Shaw Media Inc. to Corus Entertainment Inc., or one of its subsidiaries.

Note: The transaction was completed on 1 April 2016 and has been reflected.

CRTC 2016-140 – revokes the broadcasting licence issued to Shaw Television Limited Partnership for the Category 2 service Global Reality Channel (formerly Reality TV).

CRTC 2016-142 – revokes the broadcasting licence issued to Fox Sports World Canada Partnership for the specialty Category B service Fox Sports World Canada.

Dissolution – 2016-04-01 – of 1507441 Alberta Ltd.

Update – 2017-04-04 – on 2016-09-01 Shaw Media Inc. changed name to Corus Media Holdings Inc.; Shaw Media Global Inc. changed name to Corus Media Global Inc.; Shaw Television G.P. Inc. changed name to Corus Television G.P. Inc. and Shaw Television Limited Partnership changed name to Corus Television Limited Partnership.

Update – 2017-09-25 - description of various services.

Amalgamation – 2018-03-01 – of Corus Media Global Inc. and Corus Sales Inc. to continue as Corus Sales Inc.

CRTC 2019-209 – approved the deletion of various rebroadcasting transmitters for various over-the-air television stations of Corus.


SEE ALSO

CORUS – 32B, 32C, 32D and 32I

NOTICE

The CRTC ownership charts reflect the transactions approved by the Commission and are based on information supplied by licensees. The CRTC does not assume any responsibility for discrepancies between its charts and data from outside sources or for errors or omissions which they may contain.
APPENDIX

Notes:
The percentages in this chart refer to voting rights only.

The identification (M) after a call sign and location of a radio or television listed below, indicates an originating station with rebroadcasting transmitter(s)

The identification (O) after a call sign and location of a radio or television listed below, indicates an originating station without rebroadcasting transmitters

OWNERSHIP

For the ownership of Corus Entertainment Inc., see chart 32C.

Corus Entertainment Inc. is controlled by SFLTCO Ltd. SFLTCO Ltd. is the sole trustee of the Shaw Family Living Trust. SFLTCO Ltd. is controlled by its board of directors pursuant to the 2020 Unanimous Shareholders’ Agreement.

Corus Media Inc. holds 100% of Corus Sales Inc., which in turn holds 100% of Corus Television G.P. Inc., the general partner in Corus Television Limited Partnership. Corus Sales Inc., the limited partner, holds 100% of the units in Corus Television Limited Partnership

Corus Television Limited Partnership is the partner holding 50% of the units in Mystery Partnership. Corus Sales Inc. is the other partner holding 50% of the units in Mystery Partnership

Corus Television Limited Partnership is the partner holding 66.67% of the units in TVtropolis General Partnership. Corus Sales Inc. is the other partner holding 33.33% of the units in TVtropolis General Partnership

Corus Television Limited Partnership is the partner holding 49% of the units in Men TV General Partnership. Corus Sales Inc. is the other partner holding 51% of the units in Men TV General Partnership

Licences of undertakings under a partnership are issued to all partners carrying on business pursuant to the partnership agreement entered into. The licensees and their undertakings are listed below.

LICENSEES

Corus Television Limited Partnership

Corus Television G.P. Inc. (the general partner) and Corus Sales Inc. (the limited partner), carrying on business as Corus Television Limited Partnership, are licensees of the following television programming undertakings and discretionary services:

British Columbia
- CHAN-DT Vancouver (M)
- CHBC-DT Kelowna (M)

Alberta
- CICT-DT Calgary (O)
- CISA-DT Lethbridge (O)
- CITV-DT Edmonton (M)

Saskatchewan
- CFRE-DT Regina (O)
- CFSK-DT Saskatoon (O)

Manitoba
- CKND-DT Winnipeg (M)

Ontario
- CIII-DT-41 Toronto (M)

Quebec
- CKMI-DT-1 Montréal (M)

New Brunswick & PEI
- CHNB–DT Saint John (M)
Mystery Partnership
Corus Television G.P. Inc. (the general partner) and Corus Sales Inc. (the limited partner), carrying on business as Corus Television Limited Partnership, and Corus Sales Inc., partners in a general partnership carrying on business as Mystery Partnership, are licensees of the following discretionary service:

National
- Crime + Investigation

TVtropolis General Partnership:
Corus Television G.P. Inc. (the general partner) and Corus Sales Inc. (the limited partner), carrying on business as Corus Television Limited Partnership, and Corus Sales Inc., partners in a general partnership carrying on business as TVtropolis General Partnership, are licensees of the following discretionary service:

National
- DTOUR

Men TV General Partnership
Corus Television G.P. Inc. (the general partner) and Corus Sales Inc. (the limited partner), carrying on business as Corus Television Limited Partnership, and Corus Sales Inc., partners in a general partnership carrying on business as Men TV General Partnership, are licensees of the following discretionary service:

National
- H2